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By Calabi, Silvio; Helsley, Steve; Sanger, Roger

Down East Books, 2012. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 160893201X The second of a three-volume
series, this book is aimed at parents whose children have read The Gun Book for Boys and want to
get started shooting. It is a straightforward treatment of the "adult" concerns about firearms and
shooting, from safety and legal issues to costs, potential pitfalls and benefits. It answers questions
such as how to buy a gun and store it safely, where to shoot, and how to assess a child's behavior
with guns. For background and additional information, it is recommended that parents read The
Gun Book for Boys as well. About the Author: A writer, editor, and publisher for more than 30 years,
Silvio Calabi lives on the coast of Maine and hunts around the world. Roger Sanger, from California
and Idaho, is an aficionado of fine guns and the founder of the California Side By Side Society.
Steve Helsley, also from California, is a consultant to the National Rifle Association and a firearms
historian and photographer. They have collaborated on many articles for shooting magazines and
they founded and produced the Gold Medal Concours d'Elegance of Fine Guns and the Western Side
By Side Championships....
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These sorts of ebook is the greatest ebook readily available. Sure, it can be engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf
from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- Nicolette Hodkiewicz-- Nicolette Hodkiewicz

An extremely awesome publication with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. You will like how the
writer publish this book.
-- Melody Ja kubowski-- Melody Ja kubowski
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